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THE JOURNAL OF PHILOSOPHY 

PSYCHOLOGY AND SCIENTIFIC METHODS 

"PRESENT PHILOSOPHICAL TENDENCIES" 

II. IDEALISM AND REALISM 

T HE part of his task for which Professor Perry shows the most 
zeal, and to which he devotes the most space, is the refutation 

of idealism and the exposition and justification of the principles of 
the new realism. His book is, I believe, the first-though it evi- 
dently is not to be the last-volume in which those principles are 
authoritatively set forth and elaborately defended. It seems worth 
while, therefore, to deal with this part of the volume at some length. 
The reasonings propounded on the subject contain, assuredly, much 
acute criticism and some original and ingenious pieces of construiet- 
ive argument. But-to come to the main point at once-the dis- 
cussion, as a whole, is vitiated by a singular, an enormous over- 
sight. Half, and the more important half, of the considerations 
which first generated and still support idealism, are all but com- 
pletely disregarded. And the oversight is more than a mere omis- 
sion; Perry expressly denies the fact which he overlooks. "The 
strategy of idealism," we are told, "depends on the adoption of a 
certain initial standpoint. The world must be viewed under the 
form of knowledge." "A study of the later development of ideal- 
ism will disclose the fact that it relies mainly, if not entirely, on the 
Berkeleian proofs" (pp. 132 and 158).1 And for Perry these proofs 
are reducible to two, both fallacies in formal logic, which he calls 
"definition by initial predicationa" and "argument from the ego- 
centric predicament."'l The first consists in "the error of inferring 
that because," e. g., a tulip "is seen, therefore its being seen is its 
essential and exclusive status"; the second consists in taking the 
methodological difficulty that only things thought of can be men- 
tioned or instanced in argument, as a proof that only things thought 
of can exist. Both of these, no doubt, are bad arguments; though 
even of these the second is hardly fairly presented.2 The egocen- 

" Present Philosophical Tendencies, " Ralph Barton Perry, 1912. 
2A few "objective idealists" are credited with having added "at least 

one new argument "-the argument that the relatedness of things must be 
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tric predicament is obviously misapplied when regarded as a demon- 
stration of idealism; but it is not without force when regarded as a 
challenge to the realist to demonstrate the truth of his affirmations. 
What the predicament tends to show-as many of those who have 
used it have clearly understood-is not that realism is false, but that 
it is problematical, and that the situation in which, from the na- 
ture of the case, our thinking is entangled renders direct proof of 
the independence of things-by the actual exhibition of a thing out- 
side of "the cognitive relationship "-impossible. When so con- 
strued, this "Berkeleian argument" at least creates an embarrass- 
ment for any realist-and I say this as one of them, so far as the 
purely epistemological issue is concerned. Moreover, the argument 
as presented by idealists is usually backed up by an explicit or im- 
plied appeal to the principle of parsimony. We find things, we are 
told, existing only in a certain mode or context or relation; and a 
law of scientific procedure requires us to refrain from multiplying 
entities-and even from multiplying the "particularities" of a given 
entity-praeter necessitatem. But taken thus, the argument from 
the egocentric predicament is by no means the crude formal fallacy 
which Perry (pp. 129-132) represents it as being. I believe it, in- 
deed, to be an argument that can be met; but in meeting it one 
would be obliged to go outside the position of epistemological 
monism. 

The essential point, however, is that idealism-or at least the 
opposition to physical realism-has never relied solely upon these 
two proofs, has seldom relied upon them mainly, and has some- 
times, especially of late, not relied upon them at all. For besides 
the epistemological type of argument for idealism or spiritualism, 
there has always been recognized a dialectical type of argument. 
Appearing in many forms, this argument in its general method con- 
sists in a reductio ad absurdutm of the hypothesis of the independent 
reality of the objects of perception, in a proof that that hypothesis, 
if followed through, compels you to assert of these objects proposi- 
tions contradictory either of one another or else of undisputed facts 
of experience. In its earliest and simplest form this dialectical argu- 
ment arises out of reflection upon the relativity of the sensible quali- 
ties and magnitudes of objects to their individual percipients, and 
even to the several sense-organs of the same percipient; and in that 
form it leads only so far as epistemological dualism. The anthropo- 
logical roots of idealism lay in the earliest distinction between ap- 
derivative from the synthetic unity of consciousness (p. 156). But this is 
scarcely an argument at all (p. 158), and "the majority of idealists do not even 
attempt to find a new proof"; they still rest their case on the two "Berkeleyan 
grounds " (ibid.). 
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pearance and reality; and its direct historic source, as a technical 
theory, was, as every schoolboy knows, the physicist's doctrine of the 
"subjectivity" of most of the sensible attributes of matter. There 
are, as Hume said, certain "trite topics employed by sceptics of all 
ages against the evidence of sense; such as those which are derived 
from the imperfection and fallaciousness of our organs; the crooked 
appearance of an oar in water; the various aspects of objects, accord- 
ing to their different distances; the double images which arise from 
the pressing of one eye; with many other appearances of like na- 
ture." And of such scepticism, idealism is quite as truly the child 
-or at least the grandchild-as it is the child of the religious crav- 
ing to "restore a spiritual center to nature," which Perry regards 
as the principal motive engendering idealistic tendencies. It was the 
distinction between what things seem and what they are "in their 
own nature, "-and certainly not any tendency in the Greek mind 
towards inwardness and subjectivism-that brought Protagoras to 
an adumbration of idealism, two thousand years before Berkeley. 
And even Berkeley, though he is the arch-representative of the two 
types of argument which Perry regards as the essence of the ideal- 
ist apologetic, rests his case quite as much, if not more, upon the 
dialectical sort of argument, upon the consequences of "the distinc- 
tion some make betwixt primary and secondary qualities." The re- 
lation of Berkeley's doctrine to the chapters on "Our Knowledge of 
Existence" in Locke 's Fourth Book, Perry sufficiently indicates; 
quite as important is its relation to the twenty-third chapter of the 
second book. 

The relativity of secondary qualities is taken by science as an 
evidence of their subjectivity, because otherwise you would appar- 
ently be compelled, self-contradictorily, to assert of one and the 
same object that it "really" and in itself is at the same moment 
long and short, square and oblong, hot and cold, red and gray, and 
so on. But the dialectical type of idealistic reasoning is not limited 
to an extension of the argument from the relativity of sensible qual- 
ities. It is exemplified likewise in the argument from the antin- 
omies of the infinite divisibility and extension of space-already 
made much of by Berkeley-and in any other proposed proofs of 
spiritualism through the demonstration of paradoxes in physical 
realism. And this type of argument, I say, has at all times tended, 
not less powerfully than the direct and purely epistemological argu- 
ment, to generate, first of all, dualism, and eventually some form of 
idealism.3 

8 Perry mentions, though briefly and not in connection with his principal 
exposition and criticism of idealism, the argument from the antinomies, and in 
something less than two pages (103-5) presents a solution of those difficulties. 
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Professor Perry has thus largely forgotten or failed to under- 
stand the more significant of the two principal factors in the genesis, 
the evolution, and the logic of idealism. The fact makes his three 
otherwise admirable chapters on the subject not only incomplete, but 
misleading. He has, consequently, almost as completely ignored the 
principal difficulties which inhere in that "epistemological monism" 
which is an essential part of the theory of knowledge of the new 
realism. The nature of that theory is expressed with a clearness for 
which one must be grateful. The new realism consists in the joint 
affirmation of two doctrines, (1) "epistemological monism, or the 
theory of immanence" of objects, which "means that when a given 
thing, a, is known, a itself enters into a relation which constitutes it 
the idea or content of a mind"; and (2) "the theory of independ- 
ence" of objects, which means "that although a may thus enter into 
mind and assume the status of content, it is not dependent on this 
status for its being or nature" (p. 308). And the new realism 
achieves the conjunction of these two by means of the "relational 
theory of consciousness" and of a proof of the possibility of classify- 
ing "presence in consciousness" among the external or non-constitu- 
tive relations. 

Of his own doctrine, then, Perry's formulation leaves little to be 
desired, in point of clarity and definiteness. But his reasoning in 
its behalf shows no equal insight into the grounds of other people's 
dissent from that doctrine. This I shall show by examining his 
brief-his all too brief-' proof" of neo-realism. 

There are, of course, two things to be proved: (A) The realistic 
part of the new realism, its doctrine of the "independence" of the 
object; (B) its epistemological monism, the doctrine of the "im- 
manence" of the object. And the latter must be defined and proved 
in terms not destructive of the former. Now of (A) Perry's proof 
is composed of a rebuttal of the idealist's arguments, and a justifi- 
cation of realism. The rebuttal consists of two contentions. The 
first is that the two "Berkeleian arguments"-that by "definition 
by initial predication" and that "from the egocentric predicament," 
as these have been previously expounded by Perry-are unconvinc- 
ing. That they are so I have already conceded; the one is an os- 
tentatious petitio principii and the other has no tendency to prove 
that objects can not exist independently. But then, these never were 
the only or the most serious arguments for idealism. Secondly, 
Perry belatedly bethinks him of the real meaning of the argument 
But of the dialectical argument in general, and of the significance of its more 
elementary forms-the arguments from illusions, the subjectivity of secondary 
qualities, etc.-there is, I believe, no reeognition. And the treatment of the 
antinomies seems to me as unsatisfaetory logically as it is meager. 
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from the egocentric predicament, which in his chapters on idealism 
he had missed; he observes that if this predicament does not prove 
idealism, it may at least seem to "render it impossible to prove real- 
ism." Though Perry's statement of the idealist's point here, in 
two sentences, by no means does that point justice, the author has 
at any rate at last faced one of the serious arguments. His reply 
to it has more point than he clearly brings out. As given, it consists 
wholly in a citation from Mr. Russell, wherein that logician argues 
that, since to know that all the numbers never thought of by any 
one are numbers above 1,000 does not require us to know all or any 
instances of such numbers, therefore knowledge of the truth of a 
general proposition does not require us to know all or any of the 
class to which it refers. Mr. Russell, the Macaulay of logicians, has 
his own heightened and telling way of putting truisms so that they 
look like paradoxes. What his example here shows is simply this: 
if I divide numbers into two classes, those below and those above 
1,000; if I know (whether by definition or a "necessity of thought") 
that these two classes exhaust all possible numbers; and if I also 
know that all of the former class have a given predicate, such as that 
of "having been thought of"; then I know that any number lack- 
ing this predicate must fall into the remaining class. All that the 
example illustrates, for Perry 's purposes, is that there are other 
ways of proving facts besides empirically exhibiting concrete ex- 
amples of them. This is true, though the citation from Russell was 
not well calculated to make the reader understand the precise point 
required. It is also pertinent to the argument from the egocentric 
predicament; for that argument consists in a demand that the inde- 
pendent existence of objects be proved by the empirical exhibition 
of an object so existing. Perry virtually answers-and the reply is 
good so far as it goes- "the realist's inability to furnish this kind 
of proof does not show that his doctrine is incapable of proof; for it 
is open to him to offer other and more indirect proofs." Yet this, 
of course, does not carry the realist far upon his way. What are 
his other proofs? 

Those offered by Perry are two in number. (1) A reductio ad 
absurdum of subjective idealism: that doctrine can not stop short 
of solipsism, and solipsism implies absolute scepticism, which is self. 
refuting or at least self-stultifying. As an objection to the idealism 
based upon the epistemological arguments, this seems to me valid; 
as an objection to a pluralistic idealism based upon the dialectical 
arguments, it is without pertinency. For the dialectical arguments 
do not tend to prove epistemological, but only metaphysical idealism, 
or spiritualism. It may perhaps be urged that Perry uses the term 
"idealism" only of the former. But a term must be judged by the 
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antitheses it keeps; and Perry habitually assumes that "realism" 
includes physical realism, and that the realism so inclusive and 
"idealism" together give an exhaustive dichotomy of the doctrines 
about the problem in question. He assumes, in short, that epistemo- 
logical idealism is the only enemy realism (as such) has to attack; 
and he uses weapons effective only against that enemy. Such are 
the consequences of his habitual disregard of most of the dialectical 
arguments. 

His remaining argument for the " doctrine of independence" 
runs thus: relations may be "external," or non-essential to the na- 
ture or existence of the relata; "being in consciousness" is a rela- 
tion of this sort. Now, of these propositions, the former by no means 
needs so much proving as is bestowed upon it. The second is equiv- 
ocal. If it means only a denial of the proposition that anything's 
existence necessarily depends upon its now being perceived by me, it 
affirms no more than any idealist, except a solipsist, will readily ad- 
mit. But the fact is that, as used by a genuine neo-realist, the prop- 
osition "being in consciousness is an external relation," means a 
great deal more than this. It means that consciousness is never con- 
stitutive of any object that is in consciousness, or of any quality of 
such object, or of any of its relations except the one relation of 
"being-experienced"-which for Perry consists in "being reacted 
upon in the specific manner characteristic of the central nervous 
system." Precisely what is known or "presented" or experienced 
is always an existent that would be the same even if not known or 
presented or experienced; its being and its characters are always 
such as they appear to be when present in the "mind," and are not 
in any way modified by their relation to a mind. 

This, if I understand the matter, is the essence of neo-realism 
when its "theory of independence" is interpreted in the light of its 
"theory of immanence." To understand Perry 's defence of the 
one, then, we must from now on also be mindful of the other. For 
his proof of the assertion that objects and their qualities are inde- 
pendent of consciousness really reduces to the assertion that con- 
sciousness is known to be the sort of thing that can not possibly be 
constitutive of the existence or the nature of any object. It is not 
from a knowledge about objects, but from a knowledge of what con- 
sciousness is, that he supposes himself to have proved the "theory 
of independence." "The objects selected by any individual re- 
sponding organism compose an aggregate defined by that relation- 
ship. What such an aggregate derives from consciousness will then 
be its aggregation and nothing more" (p. 323; italics the author's). 
Since this is the utmost that "the mind" can do to objects, ob- 
viously it is a poor thing which can in no way threaten their inde- 
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pendence; with powers so limited, it can not even make itself dupli- 
cate or imitation objects. Thus the nature of consciousness is such 
that objects can not be anything but "immanent" and yet "inde- 
pendent." Quod erat demonstrandum. 

This, so far as I can see, is the only argument which Perry pre- 
sents that is directed against metaphysical idealism, and not merely 
against the purely epistemological arguments for idealism; and it is 
the only one which, if accepted, would establish the kind of realism 
that neo-realism tries to be. I think it, however, a poor argument; 
and that Professor Perry finds it a convincing one, I can only as- 
cribe to that same disregard of half the generating logic of both 
dualism and idealism of which I have already spoken. 

The fault of the argument, as presented by Perry, is twofold. 
He offers no serious evidence for the proposition that the conscious- 
ness-relation can not be a constitutive one; and he ignores some 
well-known evidence that it is constitutive. Some relations are es- 
sential and some are external; and you can't by simple inspection 
tell which is which. As Perry himself pertinently remarks, in an 
excellent criticism of Mr. G. E. Moore's "Refutation of Idealism," 
"transportation" may be essential to the table's being in my room; 
but observation of the table as it is found in the latter relation will 
not reveal the fact. What, then, is the test for the essentiality of a 
relation? The criterion, Perry holds, must be an empirical one; 
"we need to forsake dialectics, land observe what actually tran- 
spires." Let us then apply his chosen test. Obviously the only 
evidence from observation which could show even that the neo-real- 
istic doctrine sometimes holds true,-i. e., that the consciousness-re- 
lation is not always requisite in order to constitute objects or their 
other relations-would consist in the presentation of an object free 
from that specific relation but in all other respects unaltered. But 
this the egocentric predicament renders impossible; the one thing 
that never "actually transpires" is precisely the thing without 
which the conception of consciousness as a wholly external relation 
can never be empirically established. Perry has forgotten the fact 
-which his earlier comment on the predicament seemed designed 
to show-that it can not be upon an empirical proof that the apol- 
ogist of realism relies. On the other hand, there is empirical evi- 
dence, long familiar to common-sense, but strangely disregarded 
by the neo-realist, tending to show that the characters which objects 
have, as they actually appear in any individual consciousness, are 
in a notable degree constituted by their presence in that conscious- 
ness, i. e., by their "being reacted to in the specific manner char- 
acteristic of the central nervous system" and the sense-organs of 
that particular organism. This evidence consists precisely in those 
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" trite topics " which show that certain peculiarities of the per- 
ceiver and certain attributes of the thing perceived vary concomi- 
tantly. The same evidence, as reflection very early began to note, 
also shows that if all the observed attributes of an actually per- 
ceived object are supposed to belong wholly to its nature, and to 
inhere in it in the place where, and the time at which, it is supposed 
to exist-then every object perceived by more than one person, or 
even apprehended by more than one sense, must be held to possess 
simultaneously many properties logically contradictory to one 
another. These, as I have already said, are merely two of the ele- 
mentary stages in the development of the dialectical-which in its 
initial data is an empirical-argument against epistemological monk 
ism, two of the more obvious sources of the notion of a realm of 
purely subjective existence, to their presence in which at least some 
objects and qualities may owe all the existence they have. But 
these are enough to provide empirical disproof of the "external-rela- 
tion" theory of consciousness-in the rigorous and consistent form 
of that theory. 

It ought, however, to be said that Perry does not himself adhere 
with undeviating orthodoxy to the theory. Apparently without 
quite intending it, he now and then credits "consciousness" with 
powers which are strange ones for a mere "external relation" to 
possess. For example, we find that the "selective action of con- 
sciousness" can not merely determine the limits of an aggregate or 
set of objects between which at any moment subsists a common rela- 
tion to a given organism; it can also create "fictions," can "mistake 
things for what they are not," can "give rise to illusion and error," 
can, e. g., "generate the image of a mermaid," which image is "a 
subjective, and not a physical, manifold." But how in the world 
can you, out of an aggregation of real things, and of nothing else 
whatever, produce a fictitious thing? An organism-which is real 
and physical-by really aggregating a number of real objects or 
qualities into a single real relationship, thereby generates an unreal- 
ity! Perry evidently feels, but he nowhere fully faces, the difficulty. 
He seems to suppose that it can be obviated by treating "aggrega- 
tion " as equivalent to "rearrangement'" and regarding all "ficti- 
tious" objects as mere rearrangements of real qualities. A mer- 
maid, even a full-fledged hallucinatory mermaid, is after all nothing 
but part fish and part maiden; fish and maidens are real, and there 
needs but a " selective abstracting and grouping, " and the mer- 
maid is accounted for! But rearrangement on such a scale as this is 
not "aggregation and nothing more"; it is a great deal more. It is 
not even mere "selective response." It implies a power to alter the 
relations of things and qualities to one another, and is therefore not 
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consistent with the conception of consciousness as in all cases wholly 
non-constitutive of the other relations and qualities of what at any 
moment is in the " consciousness-relation. " It implies, which is 
more, a power to lend a kind of existence to sensible qualities or ob- 
jects at a time when, or at points in space where, they do not exist 
in the physical world-order, are not "physical manifolds." 

Another admission which is scarcely reconcilable with the neo- 
realistic account of the mind's modest rOle may be found in Perry's 
remarks upon "mediate knowledge or discursive thought." In this 
-which presumably includes all recollection-' "there is a more 
complete (sic) difference between the knowledge and the thing. 
There are even cases in which the knowledge and the thing known 
possess little, if any, identical content" (p. 312). In these cases 
"the thing mediated or 'represented' transcends the representa- 
tion" (p. 313). I am unable to recognize in this language the 
authentic accent of epistemological monism, though I perceive it to 
be the language of truth. And I am unable to derive any help from 
the few words in which Perry tells us how "the theory of imma- 
nence explains these cases." The explanation is that while "the 
thing transcends the thought, it remains perceivable, or in some 
such manner immediately accessible; and possesses the qualities and 
characters which such immediate knowledge reveals. " Here we 
have three items referred to: A, "the thing" or independent object; 
B, the "representation" of it at a given time in mediate knowledge, 
or in memory; C, the perception or "immediate knowledge" of the 
same thing at quite another time. Now, how does the (assumed) 
fact that C is identical with A entitle one to say that B is also iden- 
tical with A-especially when one has just been assured that it isn't? 
And if it does not entitle one to say so, then, surely B is a case in 
which the content that is in cognitive consciousness is not the same 
existent as the supposed real "thing" that is cognized. 

What is more significant about these cases, however, is the fact 
that the representation is usually different from its original in date 
of existence, but not altogether different in qualities. The differ- 
ence of time, of itself, no doubt, would involve no paradox. That a 
thing which has ceased to exist may subsequently acquire new ex- 
ternal relations is familiar enough; all later events may be said to 
provide it with such post mortem relationships. And if the relation 
of a present consciousness to a past reality were never anything 
more than this simple relation of posteriority, consciousness would 
offer no significant peculiarity for the consideration of the philos- 
opher. Nor would it do so if the present "response of an organ- 
ism" to a past reality consisted in no more than a change in the 
physical qualities or motions of the organism, caused by that past 
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existence; that a present effect may be due indirectly to a cause no 
longer perceptible in its original character, every one knows. But, as 
it happens, the sort of "response of an organism" to past existences 
which is exemplified by the memory-image and the general concept 
is not wholly reducible to these ordinary cases of mere posteriority 
or mere indirect causality. In the ordinary cases the subsequently 
supervening relationship never consists in a revival of the past ob- 
ject; but when a past existence subsequently enters the conscious- 
ness-relation, there occurs a partial "making present again," a rep- 
resentation, of the object, and its qualities. When Perry tells us 
how "the theory of immanence explains these cases" of mediate 
knowledge, he neglects to explain the one thing which is uniquely 
characteristic of them. While he recognizes that this type of ex- 
perience has something distinctive about it, he does not observe what 
that distinguishing peculiarity is, nor the seriousness of the diffi- 
culty which it creates for the neo-realistic theory about conscious- 
ness. The experiences in question indicate the falsity of the uni- 
versal proposition that consciousness is never in any degree consti- 
tutive of the object; for they show plainly that, in a familiar class of 
cases, the "consciousness-relation" has a power of reconstituting an 
object, of giving it a species of present existence at a time which is 
not the same as the time of its presence in its other, especially its 
"physical," relations. The only alternative to acknowledging this 
is to declare that the memory-image is a brand-new objective reality, 
having no relations to the original object save those of posteriority 
and causal connection. But this is an alternative which Perry does 
not adopt, and one which can not be adopted. My present image of 
my last year's coat, though it is a present existent, is not merely a 
present existent. It is an evocation-and an evocation at will-of 
a past existent; and there is no conceivable reason for believing that, 
so far as it is present, it exists in any other sense or degree than the 
sense and degree of being which it has by virtue of the "conscious- 
ness-relation," or that its coming into existence was not due to an 
antecedent which existed purely as a phase of "consciousness"- 
namely, to a desire. 

This last, however, brings up another difficulty and, if I am not 
mistaken, another incongruity in Perry's realism. His epistemo- 
logical monism is, as the previous paper indicated, conjoined with 
a sort, though an equivocal sort, of psychophysical dualism. I do 
not argue that the conjunction involves any direct and express con- 
tradiction; but I think that upon a little analysis it will be found to 
disclose some unexplained obscurities. For example: while cog- 
nitive consciousness is merely an "external relation," appetitive 
consciousness or desire, is, for Perry, so far as I can determine, not 
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merely a relation. What, then, is the common essence of the two by 
virtue of which they are species of a single genus? Again, desire 
in its complete form is always conjoined with the representation of 
some yet unrealized future condition, of which, moreover, the reali- 
zation is problematical. Just how, now, does an epistemological 
monist find room in his scheme of things for a present thought of an 
object which belongs not only to the future, but to an unreal future? 
Have we not here again-in anticipation, as well as in memory-an 
example of an object of which it is absurd to maintain that it has 
any more existence or other qualities than it is found to have "in 
consciousness"? And is it not the first requisite to the "effectuality 
of consciousness" that consciousness shall be able to generate volun. 
tary images, to construct for itself a purely ideal world, before it 
endeavors to impose those ideals upon physical reality? But the 
chief incongruities in Perry's version of the new realism appear 
to be due to a failure to perceive that a consistent neo-realist 
must be a "pan-objectivist," and can have no place in his uni- 
verse for "fictions" or purely "subjective manifolds" of any sort. 
There are others of the school who realize this fully, and are pre- 
pared to defend their paradox. In so far as Perry avoids it and re- 
tains not a few shreds and patches of the dualism of common-sense, 
he nullifies that doctrine concerning the powers of consciousness 
which, as we have seen, is the core of the neo-realistic argument. 
For that doctrine ceases to serve the purposes of epistemological 
monism when it ceases to affirm the absolute and the invariable ex- 
ternality of the conscious-relation. On the other hand, in so far 
as Perry formally adopts this doctrine, and the whole argument of 
which it is a necessary premise, he betrays an inability to under- 
stand the real nature and force of the reasons which have chiefly 
conduced to make most people epistemological dualists and later 
have led some people to become metaphysical idealists. This inabil- 
ity seems to be a characteristic of many of the school; one can not 
avoid surmising that these learned as well as acute and ingenious 
writers are afflicted with a sort of intellectual blind-spot, which 
renders imperceptible to them an important part of the history of 
human reflection and of the "immanent dialectic" of the problem 
that most engages their interest. Some of them, however, have of 
late become sensible of the real logical situation and have addressed 
themselves seriously to the defence of their doctrine against the 
simpler phases of what I have called the dialectical type of argu- 
ment-so much of that argument as attacks epistemological monism. 
The first (not the only) requisite in such a defence is a wholesale 
revision of the logic of attribution, with a view to explaining how it 
is possible for an object at a single time to have and not have a 
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given attribute, for a percept or image existing at one time to be 
"numerically identical with" an object existing at another time, for 
two space-occupying things to occupy (in a univocal sense) the same 
space simultaneously, and for a coherent and rational world of 
physical reality to find room for all the hallucinations and dreams 
and illusions the mind of man has ever bred, all in one "real" space 
and upon a single and common plane of objectivity. At this un- 
promising task some efforts which can at least be called interesting 
and intrepid have recently been made. Since Perry's book shows 
almost no appreciation even of the necessity (from the realistic 
standpoint) for the task's accomplishment, its whole discussion of 
realism and idealism, fails to touch the central logical issue in the 
controversy. 

ARTHUR 0. LovEjoy. 
THE JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. 

A POINT OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN AMERICAN AND 
ENGLISH REALISM 

rfHE New Realism has advocates both in England and in Amer- 
1L ica. In many of its theses, notably the doctrines of independ- 

ence and of subsistence, the tendency toward pluralism, and the 
separation of theories of reality from theories of knowledge, the 
English realist and the American realist are in close agreement. 
New realism, the assertion is repeatedly made, is primarily a polemic 
against subjectivism, subjectivism being a term now generally used 
by the realist to designate the various types of idealism in so far as 
they hold to an inseparable connection between consciousness and its 
object. In opposition to subjectivism all realists agree that the con- 
tent of which one is conscious is independent of the consciousness of 
it, a distinction which the realist expresses by saying that conscious- 
ness is an externallrelation. 

The leading point of difference between the English and the 
American realists is a difference relating not to the type of connec- 
tion holding between the act of being conscious and the content of 
which one is conscious, but a difference relating to the nature and 
status of consciousness itself; it is a difference pertaining to the im- 
portance which attaches to the element of consciousness and to the 
relative position which consciousness occupies in relation to the con- 
tent of which one is conscious. For subjectivism consciousness is the 
supreme factor, is logically prior to content, and is somehow authori- 
tative respecting its organization and coherence. Content is insep- 
arable from, coextensive with, and dependent upon, consciousness. 
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